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Fig 1 General location map (© Ordnance Survey) 



St Mary's Churchyard Extension, Long Preston 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Lancaster University Archaeological Unit undertook an evaluation for English Heritage 
on the site of a proposed Roman fort located to the south-east of Saint Mary's Church, Long 
Preston, North Yorkshire, in advance of the proposed extension of the churchyard. This site 
is entered on the Natioiial Archaeological Record as a result of an excavation conducted by 
F Villy in 1924, who, in his excavation report proposed the presence of a Roman fort. As a 
result, the site was scheduled as an Andent Monument 

The evaluation consisted of the excavation of two trial trenches, the location of which was 
directed by English Heritage. Each trench was excavated by hand through topsoil, medieval 
and post-medieval ploughsoils and into gladal and perigladal day deposits. A topographical 
stirvey, conducted with a total station during the surve3dng of the trench, identified a 
possible earlier field boundary located in the area between the excavated trenches. No 
evidence of Roman activity, dtfier through archaeological features or finds, was identified, 
and certainly there was nothing to suggest the presence of a Roman fort Archaeological 
features were limited to the tentative identification of medieval fidd systems. This supports 
the results of a geophysical survey commissioned by English Heritage in August 1992. The 
overall results of the recent work at Long Preston would suggest that there would be no 
archaeological impad incurred by the extension to Saint Mary's churchyard. 
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St Mary's Churchyard Extension, Long Preston 

INTRODUCTION 

An archaeological assessment at Long Preston Churchyard, North Yorkshire (NRG SD8357-
8358), was undertaken by Lancaster University Archaeological Unit (LUAU) on behalf of 
English Heritage during July 1993, in advance of a proposed extension to the churchyard. A 
five day evaluation programme was initiated to identify the existence of any surviving 
archaeological features which would be disturbed by this churchyard extension. The 
evaluation involved the excavation of two trial trenches, as advised by English Heritage as 
a result of previous work. 

The on-site work was completed on July 10th 1993, and the site was backfilled and the turf 
reinstated. 

Background 
The propx)sed extension to the churchyard at Long Preston would affect the site of a 
presiuned Roman fort, now a Scheduled Andent Monrunent (number 697). This was 
discovered by F Villy in 1924 as a result of his excavations on the site. Following the discovery 
of the C ûeen's Street, a prolongation of the Roman road from Tadcaster to Ilkley, Villy 
en\barked on a search for a military post between Ilkley and Overborough. Long Preston, 
situated approximately half way between these two settiements, provided a suitable 
locatior\- The area to the south of Saint Mary's Churdt, Long Preston, is a flat piece of land 
with a fall in all directions except the north-east, and it was here that Villy proposed a Roman 
fort, in an area of terraced glacial deposits. 

In his excavation rejxjrt, Villy mentions a low, broad bank nmning from within the 
churchyard towards Long Preston Beck, orientated approximately north to south. This bank 
was interpreted as the remnants of a rampart, althou^ other rcmiparts were not obviously 
visible. Villy also made a plan of what he described as Roman fosses. The layout of these 
suggested ti\e presence of a fort that was later enlarged, although these ditches were drawn 
by Villy'withacompleteness varying with the certainty of theirexistence and position'(1924, 
411). Villy also suggested the presence of a westem gate, although this was excavated 'in thin 
mud between thunder showers' and 'tempests prevented a thorough deaning...' (op dt 412). 

Long Preston is mentioned in the Domesday Survey as a vill in the hands of Roger of Poi tou. 
It appears to have been the centre of a small landholding, held in 1066 by one Ulfr, and had 
three carucates imder cultivation. It was also an ecdesfastical centre, one of the few in Craven 
before the Norman Conquest. 

During August 1992, a geophysical survey, commissioned by English Heritage, wasconduded 
on the site. This induded a magnetometer survey, topsoil magnetic susceptibility and a 
resistivity survey. The magnetometer survey showed the presence of four separate fidd 
systems. Results from the topsoil magnetic susceptibility^ showed a fall in magnetic 
susceptibility towards Long Fteston Beck. The results from the resistivity survey were 
deemed difficult to interpret, although the overall initial results of the geophysical survey 
suggested that archaeological activity in the area is limited to the remnants of possible 
medieval cultivation. 

The North Yorkshire Sites and Monuments Record holds a number of large scale specially 
flown aerial photographs, none of which give any indication of the Roman fort. 
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METHODOLOGY 

Proj'ect Design 
The work has been carried out in accordance with the project design supplied by LUAU to 
English Heritage in December 1992 (Appendix 2). 

The excavations 
The purpose of the excavation was to identify the existence of any surviving archaeological 
features, and specifically any archaeological deposits relating to the suggested Roman fort 
located on the site. 

Apyplication for scheduled monimnent consent was made by the Reverend LE Austin, vicar 
of Saint Mary's Church, on the 5th March 1993, and this was granted on the 17th May 1993. 

Two trenches, each measiuing two metres square, were excavated by hand in tiie locations 
set out in the project brief, as directed by English Heritage. 

The recording of the excavations comprised the compilation of context and object records, 
accurate section drawings of each trench at a scale of 1:10, and a photographic record, in line 
with current English Heritage Central Archaeological Services procedures. The position of 
the trenches, together with a small etmount of topographical detail, was plotted using a Cari 
Zeiss ELTA 3 total station and a Husky Rec 50 datalogger. 

The North Yorkshire Sites and Monuments Record was informed of the commencement of 
the project in writing. 

A full archive of the excavations has been produced to a professional standard in accordance 
with current English Heritage guidelines (.The Management of Archaeological Projects, 2nd 
edition, 1991). The archive will be deposited with the North Yorkshire County Records 
Office, Northallerton and finds will be sent to a local registered museum with the agreement 
of the landowner. 
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THE EXCAVATIONS 

In the following text the context numbers are given in parentheses [] and the Munsell notation 
for soil colour is shown thus (lOYR 4/2). The location of the trenches was as set out in the 
project brief supplied by English Heritage. Trench 1 was located in the north-east comer of 
the field, adjacent to the churchyard boundary wall, in the area of the fort ditch as proposed 
by Villy. Trench 2, 40m to the west of Trench 1, was again adjacent to the churchyard 
boundary wall, in the proposed position of the Roman road identified by Villy. A linear 
feature, aligned north to south, was recorded in the topographical survey located between 
the two trenches (figure 2, at rear of report). 

.. ...... 

Trench 1 

Natural subsoil [10], a friable to sticky yellowish brown (lOYR 5/6) clay, was located at a  
depth of 0.61mbelow the surface and contained a low frequency of small, medium and large  
sub-rounded stones. A sondage, 035m deep, was excavated across the trench through day  
[10] to ensure that this was indeed the natured subsoil. Situated above [10] was subsoil [9], a  
friable, dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/6) sandy clay, containing a low frequency of small  
and medium sized sub-rounded stones and very occasional flecks of carbon. The flecks of  
carbon were rsmdomly located and were probably leached down from an horizon located  
above, originating in either ploughsoil [6] or topsoil [3]. There were no groupings of patches  
of cartxin. Subsoil [9], 0.12m deep, was horizontally stratified bdow ploughsoil [6], a 030m  
deep horizon of ftiable, dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) silty day loam which contained  
a low frequency of small and medium sized sub-rounded stones and occasional fragments  
of coal, together with medieval and post-medieval material. Topsoil [3], located above  
ploughsoil [6], consisted of a quite compact to friable, very dark greyish brown (lOYR 3/2)  
sandy day loam containing occasional small sized sub-rounded stones; this was 020m deep.  
Trench 1 contained no evidence of Roman activity, dther in terms of archaeological features  
or finds. Identified activity seemed commensurate with prolonged agricultural processes,  
from at least the medieval period onwards. , ^ , , , . .', . 

Trench 2 

Natural yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4) to dark yellowish brown (10YR4/6) friable, sandy clay 
subsoil [8] was located 0.49m below the surface, and contained a medium to high frequency 
of small, medium and large rounded stones and a low frequency of pea-grits. This was 
excavated for a depth of 0.11m The rounded nature and frequency of the indusions found 
within subsoil [8] suggest that this horizon is of gfacial or perigladal origin. Moreover, this 
would account for the slight variations between natural subsoil [10], in Trench 1, and subsoil 
[8], in Trench 2. Horizontally stratified above [8] was ploughsoil [5], a 0.35m deep horizon 
of dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) friable, silty day loam containing a medium ftequency 
of small and medium sized sub- rounded and sub-angular stones, occasional fragments of 
coal and flecks of carbon, together with medieval and post-medieval material. Situated 
within ploughsoil [5] was stone spread [7], a small, roughly circular lens of stones, having a 
maximum depth of 0.15m, located in the south-east quadrant of the trench The spread 
consisted of a high frequency of medium and small sized sub-rounded stones, apparentiy 
depxjsited in a random fashion. Ploughsoil [5] acted as a matrix for stone spread [7], and also 
both underfay and sealed the spread. This feature, possibly a relic field dearance cairn or a 
remnant of the medieval, or post-medieval, field system, should not be interpreted as a 
Roman road surface due to tiie absence of a more suitable bonding matrix (in an area of 
abundant natural day deposits), the three dimensional depositional arrangement of the 
stones and the configuration of the stones themselves. Moreover, no finds were located in this 
feature. Topsoil [4], located immediately above ploughsoil [5], consisted of a 0.20m deep 
horizon of quite compact to friable, very dark greyish brown (lOYR 3/2) sandy clay loam 
containing occasional small sized sub-rounded stones and fragments of coal, together with 
post-medieval material. Trench 2 contained no evidence of Roman activity, either in terms 
of archaeological features or finds. Identified activity seemed commensurate with prolonged 
agricultural processes, from at least the medieval period onwards. 
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FINDS 

A total of 82 fragments was recovered during the course of the excavation. A single soil 
sample was taken, although analysis has as yet not been undertaken. This was taken from 
context [9], in Trench 1, since it contained occasional flecks of carbon. Finds were processed 
in accordance with LUAU standard practice and an outline catalogue was compiled for 
archive using a computer database. 

A range of finds was recovered and can be divided by material as follows: five fragments of 
bone, sixty-four ceramic fragments, six fragments of glass, one fragment of industrial debris 
and six fragments of iron. All finds derive from disturbed ploughsoils and thus detailed 
analysis of the assemblage was not considered appropriate or necessary. 

The bulk of the assembfage comprises ceramic vessd fiagments, most of which are late in 
date (nineteenth to twentieth century). In addition a srnall amount of slip-trailed ware, 
possibly of seventeenth or dghteenth century date, derived from context [6]. Contexts [5] and 
[6] both produced a small number of fragments of medieval date (green-glazed red/grey 
wares) in poor condition. All the finds are domestic in nature, ranging from kitchen and table 
wares, glass botties and animal bone. Some of the material has been subject to intense heat 
and fragments of pottery have been distorted or fused. This is most likely to be as a result of 
acddental burning, but the temperatures needed to cause such damage are very high and the 
pottery might be interpreted as small fragments of kiln wasters. 

With the exception of the medieval material, the fragments are small, well-preserved and 
unabraded, suggesting that they have not moved far from their original source of deposition. 
The mechanism of deposition is most likely to have been nightsoiling or manuring. The 
medieval material is abraded, but in relativdy large fragments, suggesting disturbed 
deposits in the dose vicinity. 

There are no finds of Roman date. '•• 
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DISCUSSION 

The cudiaeological excavations showed no evidence of the presence of the proposed Roman 
fort at Long Preston. The fade of Roman archaeological features was supported by the total 
lack of finds relating to this period. Moreover, no dear evidence of a medieval field ̂ stem 
identified in the geophysical survey was observed in the trenches, although this may be due 
to their location adjacent to the churchyard wall which possibly represents the medieval field 
boundary. However, the linear feature identified in the topographical survey, located 
between the two trenches, is probably the remnants of a headland, presumably part of the 
medieval field system,although this wcis between the excavated areas. Theonlyarcl^eological 
feature identified within the excavations was stone spread [7\, in Trench 2. Ihis feature may 
px)ssibly be a relic dearance cairn which has subsequentiy sustained plough damage, or 
equally it may be the remnants of a strip farming boundary marker. This was almost certainly 
not a road surface, since the nature of stones used was unsuitable, tiiere was a fade of any 
unique matrix and it dearly extended over only a small area. The fade of any finds makes 
precise dating of stone spread [7] difficult and the possibility of it being a naturally deposited 
feature should not be completely ruled out. 

Predicted impact and recommendations 
The excavations established no evidence for the presence of a Roman fort or assodated 
features in the area of the proposed churchyard extension. No clear evidence was established 
within the trenches as to the presence of a medieval field system, although this may exist to 
the south of the excavated trendies, as suggested by the linear feature, probably a headland, 
identified as a result of the geophysical and the topographical surveys. The only potential 
archaeological featiue identified in the excavations, stone spreskd [7] (Trench 1), has been 
fully recorded and removed during the courseof the excavation. Consequentiy, the predicted 
impad of the churchyard extension on the archaeology of the area is negligible and this 
report would recommend that the churchyard maybe extended without further archaeological 
investigation. 
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APPENDIX 1 -
CONTEXT AND FINDS SUMMARY 
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Context and Finds Summary 
Context [1], location of Trench 1. 

Context [2], location of Trench 2. 

Context [3], topsofl (Trench 1): 
11 ceramic vessel fragments, nineteenth century; 
1 ceramic brick fragment, px)St-medieval; 
6 cfay pipe fragments, nineteenth century; 
3 glass vessel fragments, nineteenth - twentieth century; 
1 fragment of industrial debris, undated. 

Context [4], topsofl (Trench 2): 
5 animal bones, undated; 
6 ceramic vessd fragments, post-medieval; 
4 day pipe fragments, nineteenth century; 
1 ceramic vessel waster, post-medieval; 
3 glass window fragments, nineteenth century; 
1 iron object, imdated. 

Context [5], ploughsoU (Trench 2): 
8 ceramic vessd fragments, nineteenth century; 
5 day pipe fiagments, nineteentii century; 
4 ceramic vessel fiagments, medieval. 

Context [6], ploughsofl (Trench 1): 
15 ceramic vessel fiagments, seventeenth - nineteenth century; 
1 ceramic brick fragment imdated; 
2 ceramic vessel fragments, medieval; 
3 iron objects, undated. 

Context [7], stone spread (Trench 2): 
No finds. 

Context [8], natural subsofl (Trench 2): 
No finds. 

Context [9], fayer (Trench 1): 
Pafaeoenvironmental sample, undated. 

Context [10], natural subsofl (Trench 1): 
No finds. 
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APPENDIX 2-
PROJECT DESIGN 

LONG PRESTON CHURCHYARD EXTENSION 

NORTH YORKSHIRE 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL TRIAL EXCAVATION 

December 1992 

Proposals 
The following project design is offered in response to the brief set out by the Reod.L E Austin for 
archaeologfcal tried excavation in advance of the extension of the churchyard at Long Preston, North 
Yorkshire. 
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PROPOSALS 

The proposed extension to the churchyard at Long Preston will affect an area which contains 
evidence of a possible Roman fort and geophysical survey has also indicated the presence of 
a medieval field system These trial trenches are aimed at assessing the extent period and 
quality of any archaeological stratigraphy that will be disturbed by future grave digging. 

The Lancaster University Archaeological Unit has considerable experience of the evaluation 
and excavation of sites of aU periods, having undertaken a great number of smaU and large 
scale projects during the past 15 years. Evaluations have taken place within the planning 
process, to fulfil the requirements of clients and planning autiiorities, to very rigorous 
timefables. LUAU has the professional expaiise and resource to undertake the projed 
detafled bdow to a high levd of quality and effidency. LUAU and all its members of staff 
operate subject to tiie Institute of Field Archaeologists (IFA) Code of Conduct 

The foUowing programme has been designed, in accordance with the brief supplied, to 
provide an accurate archaeological assessment of the site. The required stages to achieve 
these ends are as foUows: 

1. Trial Excavations 
To identify the existence of any surviving archaeological features by the excavation of trial 
trenches. 

2. Report 
A written evaluation report wiU assess tiie significance of the data generated within a local 
and regional context It may recommend furtiier evaluatory work, and it wiU advise on the 
mitigation measures necessary to protect and/or record (to appropriate leveb) identified 
archaeological features and deposits, induding the appropriate excavation, recovery, and 
recording strategies. 
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WORK PROGRAMME 

The following work programme is submitted in line with the sfages and objectives of the 
archaeological work summarised above. 

Tr i a l Excavations 
Two smaU trial trenches (each two metres square) wiU be excavated, at the locations indicated 
on the plan accompanying the Project Brief, in order to fulfil the objectives of that Projed 
Brief. These wiU test the date, nature, and, in selected areas, the depth and quality of 
preservation of any surviving archaeological deposits. Excavation wiU normally be limited 
to the upper surface of significant archaeologiod deposits, unless further work is regarded 
as essential. It is understood that this site lies within the bounds of a Scheduled Andent 
Monument and that the consent of the Secretary of Sfate for National Heritage is required for 
this work. 

Methodology 
To maximise speed and effidency the trenches wiU be hand dug simultaneously. FuU regard 
wiU, of course, be given to aU constraints (services ete) during tiie excavation of the frenches, 
as weU as to aU Health and Safety considerations. Land disturbed as a result of this work wiU 
be reinstated to the satisfaction of the dient/landowner. 

Timetable 
All excavation wfll be undertaken within constraints agreed with the dient. Subject to these 
constraints, work of this scale and nature can normaUy be completed within a period of c 5 
working days. 

Recording 
Results of the field investigation wfll be recorded using a computerised system, based on that 
used by Central Archaeological Services of Eng^sh Heritage. The ardiive would indude 
both a photographic record and accurate large scale plaiis at an appropriate scale. AU 
artefacts and ecofacts wiU be recorded using tiie same computerised system, and wiU be 
handled and stored according to standard practice (foUowing current Institute of Hdd 
Archaeologists guidelines) in order to minimise deterioration. Samples wiU be collected for 
technological, pedological, pafaeoenvironmental and chronological analysis as appropriate. 
If necesscuy, access to conservation advice and fadUties can be made avaifable. LUAU 
maintains close refationships with Andent Monuments Laboratory stafr at the Universities 
of Durham and Newcastie and, in addition, employs artefact and pafaeoecology spedalists 
with considerable expertise in the investigation, excavation and finds management of sites 
of aU periods and types, who are readfly avaifable for consultation. 

Report 
Archive 
The results of the trial excavations wiU form the basis of a fuU archive to professional 
standards, in accordance with current English Heritage guidelines (The Management of 
Archaeological Projects, 2nd edition, 1991). The projed archive represents the colfation and 
indexing of all the data and material gathered during the course of the project. It wiU indude 
summary processing and analysis of any features, finds, or p>afaeoenvironmental data 
recovers! during fieldwork. Ihe deposition of a properly ordered and indexed project 
archive in an appropriate repository is considered an essential and integral element of all 
archaeological projects by t l ^ IFA in that organisation's code of conduct. LUAU conforms 
to best practice in the preparation of project archives for long-term storage. The expense of 
preparing such an archive is part of the project cost, but only represents a very smaU 
proportion of the total. This archive wiU be provided in the English Heritage Central 
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Archaeological Services format, both as a printed document and on computer discs as ASCH 
files, for inclusion in the North Yorkshire Sites and Monuments Record. A copy of the archive 
wfll also be deposited with the National Monuments Record in London. L U A U practice is to 
deposit the original record archive of projecte (paper, magnetic, and plastic medfa) with the 
appropniate County Record Office, and a fuU copy of the record archive (microfiche or 
microform) together with any material archive (artefacts, ecofacts, and samples) with an 
approprfate museum The actual detafls of the arrangements for the deposition/loan and 
long term storage of this material wiU be agreed with the landowner (through their agents), 
and the recdving institution. Wherever possible LUAU recommends the deposition of such 
material in a local museum approved by the Museums and GaUeries Commission, and 
would make appropriate arrangements with the designated museum at the outsd of the 
projed, for the proper fabeUing, packaging, and accessioning of aU material recovered. The 
ardiive costs indude a sin^e payment of £10/m3 to tiie recdving museum as a one-off 
contribution towards the cost of long term storage and curation. 

Report 
One bound and one unbound copy of a written synthetic report wiU be submitted to tiie 
dient, and a further copy submitted to the North Yorkshire SMR foUowing any comments 
from the dient and English Heritage. The report wfll indude a copy of the agreed projed 
design, and indications of any departure from that design. It wiU present, summarise, and 
interp>ret the results and wiU indude a fuU index of archaeological features and finds 
identified in the course of the project, together with approprfate iUustrations, induding a 
map. It wiU also indude a bibUography of sources for data induded in the report. This report 
wiU identify any archaeological stratigraphy present and an cissessment and statement of the 
actual and potential archaeological significance of the dte within the broader context of 
regional and national archaeological priorities wiU be made. Ulustrative material wiU 
indude a location map and plans. The report wiU be in the same basic format as this project 
design; the iUustrative material can be taflored to the specific requests of the client (eg 
particular scales ete), subject to discussion. A copy of the report wiU be provided on 35" disc 
(IBM compatible format). 

Proposals 

The report wiU make a dear sfatement of the Ukdy archaeological impUcations of the 
intended devdopment, and wiU also make recommendations for further evaluation and 
suggestions for tiie management of the identified archaeological resource. It wiU seek to 
achieve, as a first op>tion, the preservation in situ of aU significant archaeologicd features, and 
possible strategies for the mitigation of the devdopment induding design modification, wiU 
be considered. In some instances, depending on the significance of the results of the 
evaluation, it may be necessary to advocate that devetopment should not take pface, if no 
other mitigating course of action is possibte. In other cases, when conservation is ndther 
possible, nor practical, it may be approprfate to undertake a further stage of more intensive 
archaeological work in order to mitigate the effects of development 

Con/identia/ify 
The evaluation rep>ort is designed as a document for the specific use of the client, for the 
particular purpose as defined in the project brief and project design, and should be treated 
as such; it is not in itself suitable for pubUcation as an academic report, or otherwise, without 
amendment or revision. Any requirement to revise or reorder the material for submission or 
presentation to third p>arties beyond those spedfied in the project brief and project design, 
or for any other explidt purpose can be fulfiUed, but wiU require separate discussion and 
funding. 
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Project monitoring 
English Heritage 
LUAU wiU consult with EngUsh Heritage regarding the contente of the draft report bdore 
its final submission. The Unit is happy for a representative of EngUsh Heritage to visit the 
work at any time to inspect progress. 

North Yorkshire Archaeological Service 
Any proposed changes to the p)roject brirf or the project design wiU be agreed with the North 
Yoikshire County Archaeologist in coordination with the dient LUAU wiU arrange a 
preliminary meeting with the North Yorkshire Archaeological Services, if required, and the 
North Yorkshire SMR wiU be informed of the commencement of the projed in writing. 
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WORK TIMETABLE 

The various stages of the project outiined above wiU faU into two distinct phases, which 
would foUow on consecutively, where appropriate. 

The phases of work would comprise: 

1 Trial Excavations 
One week wfll be required to complete the excavations. 

2 Prepare report 
To be complded within one week. 

LUAU can execute projects at very short notice once an agreement has been signed witii tiie 
cUent. LUAU would be able to submit the report to the cUent within four weeks from the 
commencement of the project, subject to the terms of tiie agreement 
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